
Student Engagement Continuum – MISA 2013/2014 
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-unwilling to take risks 
-reliant on teacher to provide 
resources 
-does not check for 
understanding 
-does not pose question/is 
given question 
-does not set goals 

-takes some risks 
-uses a single/limited resources 
-poses questions with support 
-relies on teacher to check for 
understanding 
-asks some questions to clarify 
meaning 
-sets goals with support/sets 
somewhat appropriate goals 

-takes risks 
-accepts new resources 
-develops own inquiry question 
-self-starter 
-checks for own understanding/ 
clarification  
-has a plan 
-asks questions to clarify meaning 
-sets appropriately challenging 
goals 

-consistently takes risks 
-independently seeks new 
resources 
-develops and selects multiple 
questions to further learning 
-seeks clarification of ideas and 
new ideas 
-has a thorough plan 
-asks questions to clarify and 
deepen meaning 
-effective use of goal-setting to 
deepen learning 
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-limited participation 
-simple/limited participation 
-struggles with challenges 
-rarely on-task 
-revision needed 
-little to no plan 
 
 

-some participation 
-problem solving using less 
critical thinking 
-some persistence with 
challenges 
-sometimes on-task 
-some revision 
-follows a basic plan 

-participates 
-problem solving 
-persistence with challenge 
-usually on-task 
-revision 
-purposeful work – following the 
plan 

- thoughtful participation 
-problem solving that leads to 
deeper understanding 
-ongoing persistence with 
challenges/never gives up 
-always on-task 
-thorough revision 
-develops , follows multi-step plan 
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-rarely/does not use success 
criteria 
-shows minimal desire to 
improve 
-does not apply feedback 
-demonstrates off-task 
behaviour 
 

-shows some pride in their 
work 
-shows some desire to improve 
-uses some 
feedback/sometimes 
-sometimes uses time 
appropriately 

-uses success criteria 
-pride in their work 
-desire to improve 
-applies feedback 
-uses time appropriately 

-thoroughly uses success criteria; 
goes beyond SC 
-demonstrates  great deal of pride 
in their work 
-thoroughly applies feedback/seeks 
additional feedback 
-uses time highly effectively 
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-fixed mindset 
-believes they cannot improve 
(stuck) 
-accepts facts/material as is/ 
superficial level 
 
 

-developing growth mindset  
-wants to improve but doesn’t 
know how 
-not sure how to engage in the 
topic 

-demonstrates a growth mind-set 
-believes they can improve 
-engaged in the topic 
-questions/ evaluates the 
materials 
 

-consistently demonstrates a 
growth mindset 
-believes their potential is limitless 
-independently seeks deeper 
understanding of material  
-makes informed judgements 



 


